Abstract. It is proven that for any topological or analytical types of isolated singular points of plane curves, there exists a non-real irreducible plane algebraic curve of degree d which goes through d 2 real distinct points and has imaginary singular points of the given types. This result is used to construct a series of examples of complex algebraic surfaces X defined over R whose quotients Y = X/ conj by the complex conjugation conj are Spin simply connected 4-manifolds with signature 16k, for arbitrary integer k > 0. In the previously known examples the signature of Spin and simply connected quotients Y was zero. §1. Introduction Given a complex algebraic surface X defined over R, we denote by X R the fixed point set of the complex conjugation conj : X → X, and by Y = X/ conj the quotient space. For nonsingular X its quotient Y is a closed 4-manifold, which inherits from X an orientation and smooth structure making the quotient map, q : X → Y , an orientation preserving smooth double covering branched along X R . The natural question is to describe the differential topology types of 4-manifolds which can arise as the quotients Y (cf. [D]).
§1. Introduction
Given a complex algebraic surface X defined over R, we denote by X R the fixed point set of the complex conjugation conj : X → X, and by Y = X/ conj the quotient space. For nonsingular X its quotient Y is a closed 4-manifold, which inherits from X an orientation and smooth structure making the quotient map, q : X → Y , an orientation preserving smooth double covering branched along X R . The natural question is to describe the differential topology types of 4-manifolds which can arise as the quotients Y (cf. [D] ).
In a plenty of examples the condition that Y is simply connected (which is the case for example if X is simply connected and X R = ∅) implies that Y splits into a connected sum of copies of CP 2 , CP 2 and S 2 ×S 2 . This property for K3 surfaces was noticed by S. Donaldson [D] . S. Akbulut [Ak] set up it for a family of double planes branched along real curves. In [F1] the family of such double planes was essentially extended and in [F2] this decomposability property was set up for the complete intersection surfaces which are constructed by a small perturbation method (this is a straightforward method which produces however a plenty of examples of arbitrary multi-degree). Surprisingly, no examples of complex algebraic surfaces were known which had Spin and simply connected quotients Y with non-vanishing signature. On the other hand, in certain cases (for example for real double planes X → CP 2 ) it is not difficult to show that if the quotient Y is Spin and simply connected then its signature vanish.
Recently R. Gompf informed one of the authors about the construction of similar examples in symplectic category. Namely, by taking fiber sums of elliptic surfaces he constructed a symplectic 4-manifold X with an anti-symplectic involution conj : X → X, which has simply connected and Spin quotient Y = X/ conj with signature σ(Y ) < 0. The method of Gompf, probably, can be developed to produce examples of elliptic surfaces X with the same properties of the quotients.
In the present paper we construct examples of a different nature, when X are algebraic surfaces of general type and their quotients Y have positive signature. Theorem 1.1. There exist nonsingular complex algebraic surfaces X of general type defined over R which have simply connected Spin quotients Y = X/ conj with signature σ(Y ) = 16k for arbitrary integer k 1.
These surfaces appear as double coverings over CP 2 blown up at k pairs of complex conjugated imaginary points, z i ,z i , i = 1, . . . , k. The branching locus of such a covering is the proper image of a plane real curve, A ⊂ CP 2 , of even degree, 2d, which has non-degenerate singularities of multiplicity 6 at the above points z i ,z i and the real part A R = A ∩ RP 2 consisting of d 2 ovals lying separately on RP 2 . The curve A is obtained by a perturbation of the curve B ∪ conj(B), where B is a plane imaginary (that is not invariant under the complex conjugation) curve of degree d which intersects RP 2 precisely at d 2 points and has non-degenerate singularities of multiplicity 6 at z i , i = 1, . . . , k as its only singularities.
Existence of such a curve B follows from the following general result. of an arbitrarily large degree d which has prescribed numbers of imaginary singular points of the given types as its only singularities and exactly d 2 real points.
We prove Theorem 1.2 in §2 and Theorem 1.1 in §3.
We thank Prof. A. Libgober (Chicago) for consulting us on the topology of singular curves on algebraic surfaces. §2. Singular plane imaginary curves with maximal number of real points
For the sake of simplicity we denote plane curves and polynomials defining them by the same symbol.
In this section we prove the following Theorem 2.1. For any k 1, n 0 there exists a curve in CP 2 of degree d = 3 · 2 3k+n which has 2 2n imaginary non-degenerate singular points of multiplicity m = 2 k+1 and exactly d 2 distinct real points.
This statement immediately implies that the curve in Theorem 2.1 is irreducible and imaginary, and at any its real point this curve is non-singular and transversal to RP 2 . This is because a curve B ⊂ CP 2 cannot have more then (deg B) 2 real points unless it has a real irreducible component, which follows from Bezout's theorem applied to B andB. On the other hand, for each real component F of B the intersection F ∩ RP 2 contains either infinite number of points, or only isolated (hence singular) points, which number is bounded from above by p = 1 2 (deg F − 1)(deg F − 2) (arithmetic genus of the curve).
Let us first derive Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As it is mentioned above, the real points of the curve C from Theorem 2.1 are transversal to RP 2 and therefore persist under small deformations.
On the other hand, any topological or analytic singularity is determined by the (µ + 1)-jet of the local Taylor series at a singular point, where µ is Milnor number. It is known that under the condition (see, for instance [DG] )
for polynomials of degree d, the m i -jets, i = 1, ..., r, of their local Taylor series at any r distinct points can be prescribed independently. Hence, given certain singularities, one takes the curve C from Theorem 2.1 with sufficiently big k, n, and then by a small variation of C in the space of curves of degree d, prescribes the jets, defining these singularities at some non-degenerate singular points of C.
Assume that the curve C, obtained in the latter step has extra singular points w 1 , ..., w p . Using independence of jets mentioned above, one deforms C into a curve C i , which has the same jets at the points giving prescribed singularities and which does not pass through w i , (1 i p). Then by Bertini's theorem, one kills all extra singularities by variation in the linear system
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We proceed by induction on k in the case n = 0, and then by induction on n with a fixed k 1.
Step 1. Let n = 0, k = 1, d = 3, m = 2. Let C 3 be a real cuspidal cubic curve and C ′ 3 be a cubic curve, meeting C 3 at 9 distinct real points (for instance, we can take C ′ 3 to be the union of three real straight lines intersecting C 3 each at three real points). The pencil
intersects the discriminant in the space RP 9 of real cubics at C 3 with multiplicity 2, because cuspidal curves form a cuspidal edge of the discriminant (see, for instance [Gu, §2] ). Since a small variation of the pencil Λ is a pencil with 9 real base points as well, we can move Λ in such a position that its complexification will meet the discriminant at two imaginary points near C 3 , which correspond to imaginary nodal cubics with 9 real points.
Step 2. The induction procedure in the case n = 0 will be as follows: given an imaginary curve of degree d with a non-degenerate point of multiplicity m < d and d 2 real points, we construct a curve of degree 8d with a non-degenerate point of multiplicity 2m and 64d 2 real points. Let C d be an imaginary curve of degree d with an imaginary non-degenerate singular point z of multiplicity m, having exactly d 2 real points, w i , i = 1, ..., d 2 . It is easily seen, say, by (2.2), that for polynomials of degree d, the m-jet at z and 0-jet at any point z ′ = z are independent. Hence, varying a little the curve C d we can provide that none of the points w i , 1 i d 2 , lies on the real straight line L through z, and L is not tangent to C d at z. Let us choose real projective coordinates [x 0 : x 1 : x 2 ] so that L = {x 0 = 0}, and
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The transformation [x 0 : 
of degree 2d. The point z will turn into two imaginary singular points z 1 , z 2 of C 2d , such that z i , i = 1, 2, is a center of m non-singular branches quadratically tangent to the straight line L i through z i and [1 : 0 : 0]: indeed, in affine coordinates x = x 0 /x 2 , y = x 1 /x 2 a local branch of C d centered at z = (0, a), a = 0, has equation
that is transformed into y 2 = a + bx 2 + O(x 4 ), which defines two non-singular branches
centered at the points z 1,2 = (0, ± √ a) and quadratically tangent to the lines y = ± √ a, respectively.
Step 3. Real conics tangent to L 1 at z 1 , form a pencil. Let K be a generic conic in this pencil, having a real oval. We choose on K three generic real points and change coordinates in such a way that these points become 2 more real non-singular points. We apply a modified Viro method (see the original Viro method in [Vi1, Vi2, Vi3, Ri] and [GKZ, Chapter 11] , and relevant modifications in [Sh] ).
In the affine coordinates x = x 1 /x 0 , y = x 2 /x 0 the curve C 4d is defined by a polynomial F 0 (x, y) with Newton triangle ∆ 0 = conv((2d, 0), (0, 2d), (2d, 2d)).
Consider the polynomials
It is easily seen that (i) these polynomials have Newton triangles
respectively, which together with ∆ 0 form a subdivision of the Newton triangle T 4d =conv((0, 0), (4d, 0), (0, 4d)) of a generic polynomial of degree 4d, (ii) each curve F i has exactly 4d 2 real points in (R * ) 2 , i = 0, 1, 2, 3, (iii) the coefficients of any common monomial in F i , F j , i = j, coincide. In particular, the polynomials F 0 , F 1 , F 2 , F 3 uniquely define a set of coefficients a ij of monomials x i y j , i + j 4d. Let ν : T 4d → R be a convex piecewise-linear function, whose linearity domains are just ∆ 0 , ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , ∆ 3 , which vanishes on ∆ 0 and is integral-valued at integral points. We will look for the desired deformation in the Viro-type family
where A ij (t) = a ij + O(t), i + j 4d, are smooth functions. We find out A ij (t) assuming that the curves Φ t have m smooth branches at z * 1 tangent to L * . This means that in suitable coordinates in a neighborhood of z * 1 coefficients of monomials lying under the Newton diagram [(0, m), (2m, 0)] vanish, that imposes m(m + 1) linear conditions on coefficients of the polynomial Φ t (x, y):
These m(m + 1) linear equations, imposed by singularity at z * 1 , are independent in the space of polynomials with Newton triangle ∆ 0 , because the Cremona transformation (2.4) reduces this to the evident independence in the space of polynomials of degree 2d. In particular, there exists a set
Since ν ∆ 0 = 0 and A ij = a ij , i + j 4d, t = 0 is a solution of (2.6), the latter inequality by the implicit function theorem provides existence of a solution A ij (t) = a ij + O(t), i + j 4d, of (2.6) for small t > 0.
Step 5. Now we shall show that the curve Φ t has 16d 2 real points. Let Q ⊂ (R * ) 2 be a compact neighborhood of all the real points of the curves F i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3. By construction Φ t (x, y) = F 0 (x, y) + O(t); hence for a sufficiently small t > 0, the curve Φ t has in Q at least 4d 2 real points close to these of the curve F 0 . Let l k (i, j) = γ 0k + γ 1k i + γ 2k j be the linear function equal to ν(i, j) on ∆ k , 1 k 3. The substitution of ν k = ν − l k for ν in (2.5) gives us the polynomial
hence for a sufficiently small t > 0 the curve Φ t,k has in Q at least 4d 2 real points close to these for the curve F k . On the other hand, substitution of ν k for ν is equivalent to multiplication of the polynomial by a positive number and the coordinate change
Therefore the curve Φ t has at least 4d 2 real points in T −1
3 (Q) are disjoint for small t > 0, and that 16d 2 is the maximal possible number of real points for an irreducible imaginary curve of degree 4d, one concludes that the curve Φ t has exactly 16d 2 real points.
Step 6. Now let us make a real coordinate change in the projective plane such that L * = {x 0 = 0} and all 16d 2 real points of the projective closureΦ t of the curve Φ t lie in the domain x 0 = 1, x 1 > 0, x 2 > 0. Consider the curve
of degree 8d. Each real point of the curveΦ t turns into 4 real points of the curve C 8d , and the singular point z * 1 ofΦ t turns into two ordinary singular points of multiplicity 2m: indeed, in the coordinates x = x 1 /x 2 , y = x 0 /x 2 the equation
of a local branch ofΦ t centered at z 1 = (a, 0), turns into the equation
which defines two pairs of non-singular transversal branches centered at the points ( √ a, 0), (− √ a, 0). Hence C 8d has 64d 2 = (8d) 2 real singular points and an imaginary singular point of multiplicity 2m. This completes the induction step, and thereby the proof of Theorem 2.1 for n = 0.
Step 7. Now we use induction on n, applying the transformation (2.3), so that each time the coordinate system is chosen in order to provide x 1 /x 0 > 0, x 2 /x 0 > 0 for all real points of C d , and x 0 x 1 x 2 = 0 for all imaginary non-degenerate singular points of C d . §3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Consider an imaginary curve B ⊂ CP 2 of degree d which intersects RP 2 in d
Therefore π 1 (X − p −1 ( A) ) is also cyclic with the generator represented by a loop around p −1 ( A) . Thus X is simply connected and, therefore Y is simply connected, since X R = ∅.
Finally, note that involution conj X is the involution of complex conjugation for some embedding X → CP N , because as it was noticed by Comessatti (cf. [CP] ), any anti-holomorphic involution on a complex algebraic variety X is the restriction of the complex conjugation on CP N for some embedding X → CP N (such an embedding is defined by the line bundle L ⊗ conj * X (L) for any very ample line bundle L on X).
